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A B S T R A C T   

Background: Disruption of central networks, particularly of those responsible for integrating multimodal afferents 
in a spatial reference frame, were proposed in the pathophysiology of lateral trunk flexion in Parkinson’s disease 
(PD). Knowledge about the underlying neuroanatomical structures is limited. 
Objective: To investigate if decreased focal grey matter (GM) is associated with trunk flexion to the side and if the 
revealed GM clusters correlate with a disturbed perception of verticality in PD. 
Methods: 37 PD patients with and without lateral trunk flexion were recruited. Standardized photos were taken 
from each patient and trunk orientation was measured by a blinded rater. Voxel-based morphometry (VBM) was 
used to detect associated clusters of decreased GM. The subjective visual vertical (SVV) was assessed as a marker 
for perception of verticality and SVV estimates were correlated with GM clusters. 
Results: VBM revealed clusters of decreased GM in the right posterior parietal cortex and in the right thalamus 
were associated with lateral trunk flexion. The SVV correlated with the extent of trunk flexion, and the side of the 
SVV tilt correlated with the side of trunk flexion. GM values from the thalamus correlated with the SVV 
estimates. 
Conclusions: We report an association between neurodegenerative changes within the posterior parietal cortex 
and the thalamus and lateral trunk flexion in PD. These brain structures are part of a network proposed to be 
engaged in postural control and spatial self-perception. Disturbed perception of verticality points to a shifted 
egocentric spatial reference as an important pathophysiological feature.   

1. Introduction 

Mobile lateral trunk flexion (LTF) is one of the postural deformities 
in Parkinson’s disease (PD) that frequently occur as the disease pro-
gresses. At onset the degree of LTF is usually subtle, but LTF may get 
worse as the disease progresses. In its extreme form it results in the so- 
called Pisa syndrome (Tinazzi et al., 2016). LTF composes a relevant 
determinant of quality of life in PD patients, since it is associated with 
lower back pain and results in an increased imbalance (Doherty et al., 
2011). PD patients with LTF and Pisa syndrome, respectively, are not 
always aware of their deviated body axis and do not adopt their head 
orientation to correct the alignment of visual input (Scocco et al., 2014), 
thus pointing to a profound disturbance of postural control in these 
patients. A previous study demonstrated that the subjective visual 

vertical (SVV) is shifted in PD patients with LTF (Scocco et al., 2014). 
The SVV is of great interest in this regard because it reflects the in-
dividual’s perception of verticality in relation to a gravitational refer-
ence for space (Barra et al., 2010). Knowledge about anatomical 
structures associated with LTF in PD, however, is still sparse and limited 
to a few lesion studies in animals and reports of patients who developed 
LTF after lesional and functional brain surgery within the basal ganglia 
(Doherty et al., 2011; Castrioto et al., 2014). 

Currently, most evidence for the neuronal network involved in 
human postural control comes from stroke survivors who developed the 
so-called Pusher syndrome. This term refers to a flexion of the trunk to 
the side in these patients due to an active pushing away from the non- 
paretic side (Karnath and Broetz, 2003). The Pusher syndrome is often 
accompanied by a deviated perception of verticality (Baier et al., 2012). 
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Although the underlying etiology is different in this syndrome and, in 
contrast to PD, the postural abnormality is due to a more active pushing, 
both syndromes share the lateral deviation of the trunk and a tilted SVV 
as common clinical features. Ischemic lesions within the brainstem, 
thalamus, cerebellum as well as the posterior insular and periinsular 
cortex, were found to result in an active trunk flexion to one side along 
with an erroneous perception of sitting upright in this position and/or a 
tilt of the SVV (Baier et al., 2012a, 2012b; Johannsen et al., 2006). 
Furthermore, the posterior parietal cortex was suggested to play an 
important role in postural control, since it integrates multimodal affer-
ents and generates a mental allocentric and egocentric body represen-
tation in space (Sack, 2009). Accordingly disruption of this brain area 
results in a disturbed perception of body orientation including a tilted 
SVV (Rousseaux et al., 2013; Blanke et al., 2000). All of the above- 
mentioned nodes are tightly connected with the thalamus, which itself 
receives multiple afferents including afferents from the vestibular sys-
tem. (Wijesinghe et al., 2015). Lesions to the thalamus themselves are 
also associated with a tilt of the SVV (Baier et al., 2016). 

According to the Braak model for PD, most of the above-mentioned 
neuronal structures patients get affected by neurodegeneration as the 
disease progresses (Braak et al., 2004). Given the lack of knowledge 
about the neuroanatomical correlates associated with LTF in PD, we 
sought to reveal grey matter (GM) structures that are associated with 
this clinical sign. We assumed that this postural deformity might be 
related to focal clusters of decreased GM volume in the postural control 
network. Furthermore, we had the assumption that GM volume of areas 
associated with the occurrence of LTF correlated with a tilt of the SVV 
estimates. 

2. Methods 

2.1. Cohort and study design 

37 patients with PD diagnosed according to the MDS diagnostic 
criteria (Postuma et al., 2015) with and without LTF were recruited. 
Patients were pre-screened in order to include a comparable number of 
PD patients with and without LTF. The presence of LTF was confirmed 
by a blinded rater as described below. Exclusion criteria were atypical 
Parkinsonism, the presence of any trunk deformity not associated with 
PD such as idiopathic scoliosis, dyskinesias severe enough to preclude 
standardized quantification of trunk position (as described below), 
major visual disturbances such as blindness or hemianopia, neglect, 
peripheral vestibular disorders, deep brain stimulation and presence of 
any other neurological disease that could interfere with postural control 
(e.g. stroke). All patients gave their written informed consent prior to 
study inclusion. The study was approved by the local ethic committee 
and was conducted according to the ICH-GCP guidelines. 

2.2. Clinical assessment 

A standardized interview for demographics and disease history was 
performed and the total levodopa equivalent dose (LED) and the LED for 
dopamine agonists were calculated for each participant (Tomlinson 
et al., 2010). All patients were screened clinically for the presence of 
relevant confounding disorders as defined by the exclusion criteria. 
Vestibular dysfunction was excluded by asking for indicative signs and 
by a focused clinical examination. The clinical assessment was per-
formed in the on state and included the Unified Parkinson Disease 
Rating Scale (UPDRS) part I-III, Hoehn and Yahr stage and brief cogni-
tive examination including the Mini Mental Status Examination (MMSE) 
and Frontal Assessment Battery (FAB). 

2.3. Assessment of trunk deviation 

Patients were assessed while sitting and standing with their eyes 
open. In the sitting position, they were advised to sit comfortably on a 

stool with the hands on their thighs and their heels positioned close 
together. During stance they were asked to align their feet along a line 
drawn on the floor, again with their heels together. They were posi-
tioned in front of a white wall without any visual reference. The spinous 
processes of C7 and L4 were marked with a pen. A camera was placed 
2.85 m behind the patients and three pictures were taken in each posi-
tion. An investigator classified the patients as having normal or 
abnormal trunk orientation. A second investigator who was blinded to 
the clinical details reviewed all pictures and also judged if the patient’s 
trunk was tilted and, if so, recorded the side of the deviation. The same 
rater also measured the angle between the gravitational vertical and a 
virtual line drawn between the two markings (α) by the means of the MB 
Ruler® software in each patient. The difference between the optimal 
angle (i.e. 180◦) and the observed angle value was calculated (delta(α); 
Fig. 1). Furthermore, the orientation of the head in relation to the hor-
izontal plane was measured. The respective angle values are provided as 
difference between the actual angle and optimal angle of 90◦. Judg-
ments whether abnormal trunk orientation was present were congruent 
in 34/37 patients. Interrater reliability rate was calculated by the means 
of kappa statistics. Calculations yielded a kappa coefficient of 0.84, 
which was observed as proportion of maximum possible kappa thus 
indicating good interrater reliability. The three participants whose 
group allocation was not congruent between the two raters were 
excluded from subsequent analysis. 

2.4. Assessment of the subjective visual vertical 

The SVV was estimated by the validated bucket test. This bedside test 
has been proven to have a good inter-test reliability compared to tech-
nically more elaborate methods of SVV estimation (Zwergal et al., 
2009). Participants were asked to repeatedly orientate the reference line 
in the bucket along the vertical axis after it had been tilted clockwise and 
anticlockwise by 10◦, 20◦, 30◦ or 40◦, respectively. In total, 16 mea-
surements were done. The SVV was assessed with both eyes open. Upon 
completion, the intra-subject mean was calculated from all measured 
values. According to published reference values, a mean tilt > 2.0◦ was 
considered as abnormal (Sun et al., 2014). 

Fig. 1. Illustration of the trunk measurement in the sitting and stand-
ing position. 
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2.5. Imaging technique 

T1-weighted magnetization-prepared rapid acquisition gradient 
echo sequence was acquired in the same 3 T MRI system (Verio, 
Siemens, Erlangen, Germany) for all participants. We applied a voxel- 
based morphometry (VBM) pipeline to analyze GM morphometry, 
using the Computational Anatomy Toolbox 12 (http://dbm.neuro.uni 
-jena.de/) for SPM12 (http://www.fil.ion.ucl.ac.uk/spm/) with default 
settings. The images were corrected for bias-field inhomogeneities, 
registered and normalized to Montreal National Institute (MNI) standard 
space by linear and non-linear transformation using Diffeomorphic 
Anatomical Registration Through Exponential Lie Algebra (DARTEL). 
All images were segmented into GM, white matter and cerebrospinal 
fluid using tissue probabilistic maps. All images were smoothed by an 
isotropic Gaussian kernel with 8 mm full-width at half maximum. In a 
second approach we accounted for the side of trunk deviation. For this 
purpose the scans from those patients who leant to the left were right- 
left flipped and pre-processed as described above. By flipping sides, it 
was assumed that all patients leant to the same side. The Anatomy 
toolbox and AAL3 toolbox were used to support the identification of the 
exact anatomical location of the clusters (Eickhoff et al., 2005; Rolls 
et al., 2020). 

2.6. Statistics 

SPSS 23 (IBM Corp., NY, United States) and MATLAB (Mathworks, 
Natick, US) were used for statistical analysis. Differences between two 
groups were calculated by the independent t-test or Mann-Whitney-U 
test as appropriate for their normal distribution. Likewise Pearson’s test 
or Spearman’s rank test were used for correlation analysis. Fisher’s exact 
test was applied for categorical variables. Values are provided as means 
+/- standard deviation. 

A full factorial model with group information as binomial variable 
and degree of LTF (delta(a)) as covariate interacting with group infor-
mation was set up for VBM. The model was corrected for age, disease 
duration and total intracranial volume (TIV). Family-wise error (FWE) 
correction was applied on the cluster-level and peak-level to correct for 
multiple testing. Since associated neuropathology in PD is diffuse and 
widespread already in the early phases of the disease (Braak et al., 2004) 
we applied a less conservative approach in which the cluster height 
threshold was set at p < 0.001 (uncorrected) and the clusters were cor-
rected for multiple comparisons (FWE) only on the cluster-level. The 
brain regions detected by VBM were drawn as regions of interest (ROI) 
and GM values from each ROI were extracted by the virtue of the 
MarsBaR toolbox (http://marsbar.sourceforge.net/). The SVV estimates 
were subsequently correlated with the extracted GM values in a linear 
regression model together with age and TIV as further independent 
covariates. 

3. Results 

3.1. Clinical data 

Demographics and disease characteristics of our cohort are summa-
rized in table 1. 18/34 PD patients (52.9%) were classified by the raters 
as consistently leaning to the side. The measured angle was significantly 
larger in PD patients with LTF than in those without postural deformity 
(sitting position: 5.1 +/- 3.7◦ vs. 1.4 +/- 0.9◦; t(32) = -4.109, p = 0.001; 
standing position: 3.4 +/- 2.8◦ vs. 1.5 +/- 1.0◦; t(32) = -2.638, 
p = 0.015). 8/18 PD patients (44.4%) showed a trunk deviation to the 
left and 10/18 patients (55.6%) to the right. The degree of LTF did not 
correlate with the degree of head tilt (ρ = -0.079, p = 0.754). There was 
no significant association between the side of the body tilt and the PD 
dominant side (p = 0.520). The trunk deviation was larger in the sitting 
position than in the standing position (5.1 +/- 3.7 vs. 3.4 +/- 2.8; t 
(17) = 2.307, p = 0.034). We assumed that in our approach the sitting 

position provoked LTF better than stance, thus sitting being more sen-
sitive in revealing this postural deformity. We therefore introduced only 
the angle values measured in the sitting position into our imaging 
analysis. There was a borderline significant correlation of the degree of 
trunk flexion with age (ρ = 0.334; p = 0.053), but with none of the other 
demographics and disease characteristics. 

3.2. Subjective visual vertical 

PD patients with LTF had significantly larger SVV tilts than those 
without (5.2◦ +/- 3.1◦ vs. 1.6◦ +/- 1.2◦; t(32) = -4.386, p < 0.001). 
Within the whole cohort, 23/34 patients had formally pathological SVV 
estimates. 5/23 patients (21.7%) showed a SVV tilt to the right and 18/ 
23 (78.3%) to the left. 17 of these 23 patients (73.9%) were classified as 
sitting abnormally. There was a significant relationship between the side 
of the SVV tilt and the side of trunk deviation (p = 0.001). 15/17 pa-
tients (88.2%) showed an ipsiversive and 2/17 (11.8%) a contraversive 
tilt of the SVV. There was no relationship between the side of the SVV tilt 
and the PD dominant side (p = 0.618). The SVV showed a correlation 
with the degree of LTF (ρ = 0.478, p = 0.004) in the sitting position. In 
those patients who leant to the side the degree of LTF did not correlate 
with the degree of head flexion to the side in the sitting position 
(ρ = 0.045, p = 0.858). 

3.3. Imaging results 

VBM revealed a significant cluster of decreased GM volume in the 
right inferior parietal lobule (MNI-coordinates: x = 56/y = -62/z = 32; 
p < 0.05, FWE corrected on the peak-level and cluster-level). In the less 
stringent approach the cluster extended into the posterior parietal cortex 
including the right inferior parietal lobule, the intraparietal sulcus and 
the angular gyrus (p < 0.001, FWE correction at cluster-level). Applying 
VBM after the scans from patients who leant to the left were right-left 
flipped, revealed a significant cluster in the ventral lateral nucleus of 
the right thalamus (MNI-coordinates: x = 20/y = -20/z = 18 ; p < 0.05, 
FWE correction on the peak-level and cluster-level). In the more lenient 

Table 1 
Demographics and clinical characteristics.   

PD-LTF PD + LTF p-value 

N subjects 16 18  
Demographics    

Age (yrs) 60.3 +/- 9.0 64.9 +/- 6.6 0.09 
Sex    

male 10 12 0.54 
female 6 6  

Disease specific data    
Dominance of PD symptoms    

left-sided 11 8 0.10 
right-sided 5 10  

Duration of PD (yrs) 8.3 +/- 3.7 11.1 +/- 5.3 0.10 
PD type    

tremor-dominant type 5 3 0.60 
akinetic-rigid type 7 9  
equivalence type 4 6  

Hoehn/Yahr stage 2.1 +/- 0.4 2.3 +/- 0.4 0.35 
UPDRS I 1.9 +/- 1.5 2.8 +/- 2.0 0.27 
UPDRS II 11.5 +/- 5.2 15.8 +/- 5.0 0.08 
UPDRS III 24.4 +/- 10.3 27.1 +/- 5.7 0.35 
FAB 14.9 +/- 1.7 15.3 +/- 1.9 0.27 
MMSE Score 28.9 +/- 1.3 28.1 +/- 1.5 0.12 
LED    

Total 972.2 +/- 557.8 918.0 +/- 492.6 0.65 
Dopamine agonists 206.3 +/- 163.2 259.1 +/- 140.9 0.42 

Legend: Mean values +/- standard deviation are provided. Abbreviations: 
FAB = Frontal Assessment Battery; LED = levodopa equivalent dose; 
LTF = lateral flexion of the trunk; MMSE =Mini Mental Status Examination; 
N = number; PD = Parkinson’s disease; UPDRS =Unified Parkinson’s Disease 
Rating Scale. 
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approach further clusters were detected in the right posterior parietal 
cortex (inferior parietal lobule and intraparietal sulcus) and the left 
temporoparietal cortex (inferior parietal lobule, superior and middle 
temporal gyrus). For details see Fig. 2 and table 2. GM values from the 
thalamus predicted SVV estimates (β = -0.372, p = 0.030; for further 
details see supplementary materials) 

4. Discussion 

We found a focal cluster of decreased GM volume within the right 
posterior parietal cortex (including the inferior parietal lobule and the 
angular gyrus) to be associated with the occurrence of LTF in our cohort 
of PD patients. By right-left flipping the MRI scans from those patients 
who leant to the left side we assumed that all subjects had the same 
direction of LTF. We then found associated clusters in the right thalamus 
and, at a less stringent statistical threshold, in the right posterior parietal 
cortex and the left temporoparietal cortex. Differences in the detected 
clusters by the two approaches may indicate an asymmetry of GM 
decrease depending on the side of deviation and maybe also points to 
certain hemisphere dominance of the postural control network. 
Furthermore, the SVV estimates, a measurement for egocentric percep-
tion of verticality (Fetter, 2000), correlated with both the degree of LTF 
and GM values from the thalamus. Among those classified as having 
both an abnormal trunk orientation and SVV tilt, a relationship between 
the side of the SVV tilt and LTF was seen, thus being congruent with 
previous observations (Scocco et al., 2014). Interestingly, seven patients 
had an abnormal SVV, although they were classified as not leaning to the 
side. This observation could arguably indicate that disturbed perception 
of verticality might precede the occurrence of this postural deformity, 
but this needs to be confirmed in longitudinal observations. The devia-
tion of the trunk was greater in the sitting than in the standing position. 
This observation is in line with that by Bonanni and colleagues (Bonanni 
et al., 2007). In our study the angles obtained during stance were 
measured within a few minutes upon standing up. The smaller angles in 
the standing position may be explained by a short-term compensation of 

the trunk deviation. Walking around, however, is considered as a further 
provoking factor of postural abnormalities and it may have increased the 
lateroflexion in the upright position (Bonanni et al., 2007). Interestingly, 
head orientation in the transversal plane did not correlate with that of 
the trunk suggesting independent control of these two body segments in 
the context of a pathological trunk lateroflexion in PD. 

There was a trend towards a correlation of age with the degree of 
LTF, which was also described in previous observations (Tinazzi et al., 
2015). In line with two previous studies, but in contrast to some others 
(reviewed in (Doherty et al., 2011), we did not find any association 
between the side of LTF and the dominant side of PD symptoms. We 
could not find any association with the intake of dopaminergic drugs 
either, particularly not with dopamine agonists. This finding thus con-
trasts observations of patients with Pisa syndrome in previous reports 
which proposed the occurrence of this sign in relation to the intake of 
these drugs (Castrioto et al., 2014; Tinazzi et al., 2015; Cannas et al., 
2009; Galati et al., 2014). Taken together, we postulate that structural 
alterations within a network engaged in postural control lead to LTF in 
PD. One important prerequisite is a faulty perception of verticality 
which is tightly linked to the occurrence of this postural deformity. In 
this study we found some indications that the posterior parietal cortex 
and thalamus may be the main sites where the settings for an egocentric 
gravitational reference are flawed in PD. 

The groups had comparable baseline characteristics, in particular 
with regard to parameters of motor progression (UPDRS III scores, 
Hoehn & Yahr) and cognitive decline, and the revealed GM clusters were 
significant after correcting for age-related confounders. Furthermore, 
we included the whole spectrum of this postural deformity, ranging from 
mild, but consistent, to severe LTF and accounted for the different de-
gree of LTF in our VBM model. Hence we believe that the revealed 
clusters are specific for LTF and may not be ascribed to the impact of 
global disease progression or age-related processes. 

The role of the brain regions, identified by our VBM approach, for 
postural control and spatial cognition has been well described in humans 
and animals: The posterior parietal cortex receives strong inputs from 

Fig. 2. Clusters of decreased grey matter 
associated with lateral flexion of the trunk in 
PD. Multiple axial slices of a T2-weighted 
MRI scan of the brain with their respective 
z-coordinates are shown. The clusters (clus-
ter-forming threshold p < 0.001, FWE 
correction at the cluster-level) that corre-
lated with lateral flexion of the trunk in our 
voxel-based morphometry model are super-
imposed in red. The lower row of slices 
shows the results from the approach in which 
scans from patients leaning to the left were 
right-left flipped (#). A color bar with the 
coding of the p-values (1-p) is provided at 
the bottom of the figures. Abbreviations: 
AnG – angular gyrus; IPL – inferior lobule; 
IPS – intraparietal sulcus; PPC – posterior 
parietal cortex; TPC – temporoparietal cor-
tex. (For interpretation of the references to 
color in this figure legend, the reader is 
referred to the web version of this article.)   
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sensory, vestibular and visual afferents and is thus an important node for 
the processing of multimodal afferent information (Blanke and Arzy, 
2005; Blanke et al., 2005; Bonda et al., 1995). Another important 
function of this network node is the mental representation of space 
(Sack, 2009). It is assumed that the posterior parietal cortex is the side 
where afferent information is integrated into an internal egocentric or 
allocentric body representation by modulating its gain (Blanke and Arzy, 
2005; Naito et al., 2016; Whitlock, 2017). Likewise, the cluster in the 
temporoparietal cortex, also called temporoparietal junction, is 
considered to be a central node for multiafferent processing, particularly 
of vestibular and visual information (Blanke and Arzy, 2005; Whitlock, 
2017). The thalamus can be regarded as a relay station for afferents 
projecting to the cortex and thus plays a central role in postural control. 
The ventral nuclear group receives strong projections from the vestib-
ular nuclei and vestibulocerebellum as well as from the basal ganglia 
(Wijesinghe et al., 2015). It is, in turn, tightly interconnected with 
various cortical regions including the parieto-insular (vestibular) cortex 
and the inferior parietal lobule (Wijesinghe et al., 2015). 

The relationship between the SVV estimates and the extent of LTF is 
of great interest, because the SVV reflects the individual’s perception of 
verticality in relation to a gravitational reference (Scocco et al., 2014). 
The SVV is organized by an internal model and is modulated by both 
bottom-up mechanisms including multisensory inputs and top down 
mechanisms such as spatial self-perception and body awareness (Barra 
et al., 2010, 2012). A disturbed SVV has already been demonstrated in 
association with postural disturbances in PD including Pisa syndrome 
and postural instability (Scocco et al., 2014; Pereira et al., 2014; Huh 
et al., 2018). An abnormal SVV as such, however, is not specific for a 
particular neuroanatomical structure, but is observed in different dis-
orders of either the peripheral vestibular or the central nervous system 
(including lesions within the brainstem, thalamus and posterior insular 
cortex) (Baier et al., 2012a, 2012b). An adaptive deviation of upright 
perception can even be observed in healthy persons after tilting their 
body axis. These adaptive changes are referred to as Aubert(A)- or 
Müller(E)-effect depending if the tilt angle is smaller or>60◦ (Jaggi- 
Schwarz and Hess, 2003). Therefore, the question arises whether an 
abnormal SVV is cause or result of the postural abnormality. In our study 
the SVV estimates did not correlate with the head orientation. 
Furthermore, there were still a few patients who had an abnormal SVV, 
but a normal trunk orientation (and vice versa) and there was no fully 
consistent association between the side of the SVV tilt and the side of the 
body deviation. These observations render the A- or E-effect as an un-
likely explanation for our results. Previous observations that PD patients 
with a Pisa syndrome still erroneously estimate the SVV or feel tilted 

after their body has been straightened are further evidence that the 
abnormal SVV is probably not secondary to LTF (Scocco et al., 2014). We 
believe that failure of vestibular afferents does not explain our results 
either. First, patients with clinical signs of peripheral vestibular disor-
ders were excluded. Second, peripheral vestibular disorders result in a 
consistent ipsiversive SVV tilt, whereas we still found two patients with 
contraversive SVV tilts. 

Our study has some limitations: First, although all patients were 
considered as consistently leaning to the side by two examiners, not all 
fulfilled the criterion of a Pisa syndrome requiring > 10◦ flexion angle as 
suggested by Doherty et al. (Doherty et al., 2011). However, this is an 
arbitrary cut-off, which has never been validated and we believe that 
this cut-off might miss mild forms within the spectrum of LTF. 
Furthermore, various methods of measuring trunk orientation are in use 
(Tinazzi et al., 2016), thus increasing heterogeneity of methodological 
approaches across studies on this topic. We used an approach which 
included assessments by two raters, one of them blinded to the patients’ 
background information, and we only included patients in whom the 
presence of LTF was judged consistently by both raters. LTF represents a 
clinical spectrum with Pisa syndrome at the extreme end and we 
therefore believe that our cohort is still representative for our research 
question. However, it may be discussed whether including exclusively 
patients with > 10◦ LTF may have yielded a better signal-to-noise-ratio 
of the statistical effects and may thus have resulted in a greater num-
ber of statistically more robust VBM clusters. Second, there was no 
systematic assessment of camptocormia in our study. Since campto-
cormia and LTF may co-occur in PD patients, future studies may address 
the question whether a comparable association between GM decrease 
and camptocormia exists. Third, since the head appears to be controlled 
independently from the trunk in PD patients with a pathological LTF, 
exploring the relationship between the head and trunk e.g. by using a 
kinematic analysis system may have provided further insights into 
postural control of the whole body. Future studies should pay more 
attention to this aspect. Fourth, GM pathology is considered to be rather 
diffuse in PD. This may result in a low signal-to-noise ratio for structural 
changes. Including a higher number of patients and patients with a more 
severe LTF may have led to the detection of more clusters and clusters of 
larger size associated with this postural deformity. Fifth, our study 
provides indications for a close relationship between the SVV and LTF, 
but we could not clarify how exactly the SVV is modulated by the 
different bottom-up and top-down inputs and how they eventually 
contribute to the trunk deviation. Therefore, further studies focusing on 
this aspect are needed. 

Table 2 
Clusters of decreased grey matter associated with lateral flexion of the trunk in PD.  

Region Side cluster size T-values MNI coordinates 
(voxels) x y z 

trunk flexion (no flipping of scans) 
Posterior parietal cortex right 1130     
- Inferior parietal lobule/angular gyrus* 6.24 56 − 62 32 
- Intraparietal sulcus 5.70 39 − 50 40 
- Inferior parietal lobule 4.89 54 − 58 45  

trunk flexion (right-left flipping of scans#) 
Thalamus (ventral lateral nucleus)* right 379 5.92 20 − 20 18 
Temporoparietal cortex left 740     
- Superior temporal gyrus/inferior parietal lobule 5.67 − 54 − 40 15 
- Middle temporal gyrus 5.25 − 64 − 34 3 
Posterior parietal cortex right 1076     
- Inferior parietal lobule 5.14 51 − 57 26 
- Intraparietal sulcus 5.08 40 − 57 45 

Legend: Voxel-based-morphometry findings (cluster-forming threshold < 0.001, FWE correction at the cluster-level) that correlated with lateral flexion of the trunk are 
reported. The respective clusters including local maxima are listed. The asterisk (*) indicates clusters significant at p < 0.05 after FWE correction on the peak and 
cluster-level. #Scans from patients who leant to the left side were right-left flipped as described in the methods section. Abbreviations: MNI = Montreal National 
Institute. 
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5. Conclusion 

In summary, our study provides evidence that there is an association 
between neurodegenerative changes within the network engaged in the 
integration of multimodal afferents and spatial self-representation, 
respectively, and LTF in PD. An abnormal perception of verticality 
may be a prerequisite that facilitates the occurrence of this postural 
deformity in PD. 
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